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AFTER UNCED THE POPULATION ISSUE REVISITED 

The concern with the rapid rise in the world's population had become 

urgent, emotionally charged, and even confusing in the wake of the United 

Nations Conference on Environment and Development (UNCED) that was 

held at Rio de Janiero in June 1991. The controversy was over whether 

population should be included in the UNCED agenda, and whether it was a 

developmental or an environmental issue. Perceptions varied widely. While 

US policy did not view rapid population growth as a problem per se and 

considered it a 'neutral phenomenon' in relation to economic growth,! the 

United Slares did believe that population growth in the' Sooth2 was a leading 

contributor to global environmenlal degradation and, therefore should be 

included in the UNCED agenda. 'Most of the developed countries also 

supported its inclusion, but viewed it as a crisis, which affected both the 

global environment and the South's' economic growth. 

1. United NatiOOl Population Division, '1'bc Mexico Gty Conference: The Debate on the Revie .... and 

Appraisal of the World Popuhtion Plan of Action." New Wort:. January 1985. For further studies on US 

population policy, lee Godrey Roberts, cd. Popw1D:tit'" Policy, C01tWftporllTJ 1"'"1 (New Yodt. NY: 
Praeger Publilben, 1990); Thom.s W. Mcaick. U. S. poptJtJtio,. AstiltallC'. A CO'lliNMtl Priority/oT IIv 

1990s? Briefing Report (Washington. DC: Populatim Reference Bureau. Inc. 1990). 

2. The tam 'Scanh' is used loc::.cly in thiJ study U I substitute for the tean 'Third World' which JcemJ to 

have 1011 ill utility alter the coUapte of the 'Second World'. 'The term, as used here. also inclucSe. the NICs. 
The 1am 'North· mea to the advanced indPIlrialisaI oounuics. 

Dr. Shaukat Hassan is the Director of Global Affairs Research Partners, an 
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Most developing countries, however, took the position that high 

population growth was primarily a developmental problem, and that 

environmental degradation cannot be controlled without first addressing the 

population-development linkages. They were willing to include it in the 

agenda, but also feared that the issue might be 'hijacked' by the developed 

world whose priority was the global environment rather than the South's 

economic development. There was, however, a minority who wanted to 

keep it out of the agenda. Pro-natalist countries like Argentina, Ecuador, 

Ivory Coast, Philippines and Portugal rejected its inclusion in the UNCED 
agenda because of their religious and human rights beliefs. There were 

others who feared that its inclusion in the UNCED agenda would legitimise 
external interference in the developing countries' domestic policies on 

population. There were some, like Saudi Arabia, who accepted its inclusion 

only grudgingly because of "culturally inappropriale" references to women. 

And, there were also a few , like China and India, who saw in its inclusion 
an useful bargaining tool against the North.3 

The purpose of this paper is to explore some of the political and 

security thinking that shaped the debales on the population issue during the 

Preparatory. Committee (PrepCom) Sessions and at Rio. What were the 

concerns dictating population politics? What was the nature of the 
perceptual rift between the North and the South? What were the underlying 

stralegic considerations which informed the negotiations on population? 

I 

The Relevance or Demographic Concerns 

The time required for the human population to double has become 

steadily shorter. Much of this growth is taking place in the developing 

countries whose current average growth rate of 2.1 % is four times that of 

tfie industrialized countries. The aggregate population of the South is 

expected to double in the next 35 years. With every doubling of population 

3. CTOSSClUTetlls. PrepCom 4, no. 7, 23·25 March 1992. p. 4. 
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there is a corresponding reduction in human space, increasing competition 

over planetary resources, a wider disparity in resource consumption within 

and between countries, a higher probability of tension and unrest, and a 

greater frequency in domestic and international violence. 

The impact that human population has on the planet's ecosystems is 

mathematically given as I = P x A x T, where P stands for population 
size, A for aflluence (which is measured by the average person's 

consumption of resources), and T for technologies (which disrupt the 

environment to provide the goods consumed).4 While this is a simplistic 
presentation of a complex socio-economic issue, for the present purposes it 

will suffice. An increase or decrease in P, A or T will correspondingly raise 

or lower the impact, although equal changes in either P, A or T with the 
other factors remaining constant may not have the same effects in all 

regions. Thus equal population growth in two different regions may have 
varying impact depending on the level of affluence or technology use. For 

example, "US consumption is so profligate that the birth of an average 

American baby is hundreds of times more of a disaster for Earth's life

support systems than the birth of a baby in a desperately poor nation." s 

Although affluence and :echnology are the two factors primarily 

responsible for the speed with which the global ecosystem is being 
undermined, in the developing countries where both are relatively scarce 

their impact on the environment is minimal. But population pressure due to 

high growth rates is generally cited as one of a range of proximate causes of 
environmen.tal degradation in the South, and since much of the primary 

resource base for the global economy is in the developing world, 

continuing increases in its population have economic and security 

implications for both the developing and developed countries. 
Of the three, affluence and technology factors are more easily 

manipulated given political will. While population size and growth rates 

can be manipulated by economic policies, the process is very slow and 

4. See Paul and Anne Ehrlich, The PopuJo.tio,. Explosiofl. (New Yolk: Simon and Schuster. 1990), p. 58 
5./bid,pp.l()"11. 
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long-drawn. But lhe 'organic' nature of the population issue which brings 

jnto play sensitive religious, elhical and moral dimensions, malc:es it 

infinilely more difficult to handle politically and socially. For !he governing 

elites in developing countries, lhat are still struggling against great odds to 

build durable economic and political infrastruclures, lhese are very' real 

concerns wilh no easy solutions. And yet the time required to get results 
from effective population policies, coupled with lhe present magnitude of 

lhe population problem, malc:e immediale policy intervention lhat much 
more imperative. The Chinese leadership. for example, now concedes thaI 

China's one-child family planning policy has failed to bring real gains 

because of lhe size of its population base which grew unchecked for 

decades.6 Since lhe benefits from any population policy can be many years 
away, !here is a pressing need to address !he population issue now. 

II 
The Population Issue and Resolution 44/228 

When Resolution 44/228 on the 'United Nations Conference on 

Environment and Development' was adopled in lhe United Nations General 
Assembly in December, 1989, lhe text did not contain any direct reference 

to lhe population issue. The resolution established lhe linkages between 

environment and development, and identified lhe major issues relevant to 

environmentally sound and sustainable development, but popUlation was 

not among lhe latter. And yet, population was considered a 'priority' issue 
by most governments, particularly lhose of developing countries. 

It appears that a number of Calholic~ountries objected to lhe inclusion 

of population in lhe UNCED Agenda. 7 Argentina cautioned that "we should 

not manipulale population growth to reduce lhe number of human beings ... 

developing countries do not want to become empty gardens to satisfy those 

6. Interview with • member of the Otinesc delcBltion to the Fourth Ptepuatory CmuniUClc meeting u the 
UNCED in New York, Match 25. 1992. 
7. Interview with Ambassador Tommy Km. Chairman of the UNCEO Prepuatory Committee Meetings. 
Fourth PrepCcm meeting. New York, Mlrch. 1992. 
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pushing the population issue", a position which was supponed by Ecuador.s 
Their apparently strong religious and cultural reservations had surfaced in 
October, 1989 when the Latin American and Cafibbean ·Commission on 
Development and Environment (LACCDE) refused to '"accept the family 
planning policies frequently proposed by the developed countries and which 
are not in tune with our reality."9 . 

The position of the Holy See, which retains a fair degree of moral 
influence over leaderships in Catholic countries and which was an active 
participant in the subsequent PrepCom meetings, should also be noted: 

The family size is a matter of concern for individual families only. Each 
family has the right to exercise its family size option according 10 its 
conscience. The family size should not be dictated by state policy or by 
other forms of external intervention. Families and individual adult 
household members also have the responsibility to faclOr in the impact 
of population growth on the environment. And it is upto them to 
decide the best way 10 exercise this right to birth as well as the 
obligation to preserve the planet's ecosystems.10 

Nevertheless, most governments of developing countries have 
population policies, though their implementation remains highly skewed. 
Many governments have also created population ministries to give the issue 
official prominence, raise public awareness, and create the grounds for 
policy interventions. Its importance has also been recognised in regional and 
international assemblies.l1 The South Commission's report, The Challenge 
to the South, has stated that "rapid population growth rates present a 
formidable problem for most developing coimtries ... While !be impact of 
measures to moderate population growth will be felt only in the long run, 

I . ~fmm._"" 'Poverty ondPopulotioo' ~byJ_Ilcmstoin.c..odionP~ 

CormnitlttC: for UNCED, Ottawa. un.dated. 
9. Latin American. and Caribbean Ccxmniaion c;'l Devd.oprnem md Environment, Ow aw,. A,Utda. Au.,.,.. 
'II. 1990. p. IS. 
10. hdenicw with • member of the Delegatim from the Holy See at the Fourth Pnpuatory Conmittee 
.-... .. New Ycxk. Mud> 1992. 
11 . Abboup the Beij:i.na Ministaial Declantim on EDviromDent and DevdopmCDt made no mentioo of 

populatic:n. MiDiatcrial CCIlfe:rence of Devdoping COWlcria OD Environmeot and Devdopmatt. Beijin .. 13-
191un .. 1991, ED/ Coat. /G. 2. 181",,< 1991. 
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they must be taken now to ensure the well-being of future generations."12 
The Harare Commonwealth Declaration of October 1991 similarly identified 
"effective population policies and programmes" as a key to promoting 
sustainable development and the alleviation of povertyP An UNCED 
Secretariat report to the Fourth Session of the Preparatory Committee 
Meeting in New York in March-April, 1992 also noted that "roughly 70 per 
cent of the [72 national] reports make reference to demographic pressure as 
causing concern of one type or another."14 

Although population was not in the agenda, at the first PrepCom 
session in Nairobi in 1990 it was generally recognised that stabilising 
population growth in the South was an important and necessary goal in 
itself. The developing countries also wished to draw the attention of the 
industrialised countries to the interlinkages between poverty, consumption 
and population. Thus despite reservations from a group of Catholic 
countries of South America, Maurice Strong (Secretary General of UNCED) 
and Tommy Koh (Secretary General of UNCED Preparatory Committee 
Meetings) introduced population as a cross-sectoral issue in the PrepCom 
discussions. IS More intense lobbying followed, significantly from the 
Northern non-governmental organizations,I6 to include population as an 
agenda topic in its own right, which finally resulted in the UNCED 
Secretariat document on 'Demographic Dynamics and Sustainability' 
becoming chapter 4 of Section I of Agenda 21. 

12 The South Cmnmission, • high level independent group chaired by Julius K.. Nyerere., WU Jet up in 
1987 to examine the post war dcvdopmcntal experience of the countries of the Sooth and to &\1ggest ways 10 

achieve sustained growth. See TJu. Chall/mg. to lM Solllh: All ()yervuw aNI SWIUMTJ 0/ tJw SOulll 

Commi.uio" R~por'. Geneva, 1990. p. 19. 
13. Commo,nwalth CurreNs, December 19911 Junuuy 1992. p. 2 

14. United Nations General Assembly. A.a>NF. 151/PCJ)8.dated 12 February 1992. (EnglUb). p. 6. pua 

22. 
15. Interview with Ambassador Tommy KM, New York., Matth 1992-
16. For example., the Inter-American Parliamentary Group on Population and Dcvdopment noted that the 
decision by the General Assembly not to include population as one of the 'Priority issues' in the UNCED 

agenda wu a mistake.. It urged puliamenta.rians ..... 0 lea. quickly to make sure the issue Of population is 
. dequately taken inso coasidcntion in the UNCFD agenda." See Nctworlc '92 (Geneva) . no. 7. June 1991, p. 
7. Another NGO, the Global Lqpslaton Organization (or a 8a1anoed Environment (GLOBE), I projc:cl of the 

Congrea$ional Institute foc the ~twe, urged upm Maurice Strmg that "one of the most critical underlying 
f.ctors ...... namely lhe burgeoning human populltion growth rate in the developing world" which hu not 
been addressed mwt be given "its proper pl.ce on the age;nd . ... I...euer to UNCED Secretary General d.ted 
November 15, 1990. 
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ill 
Some Perceptual Dilemma 

But incorporating the topic in the UNCED agenda was one thing, 
getting a consensus on th~ defmition of the problem and on the appropriate 
strategy to handle it was quite another. 

It is not at all clear whether, and if so to what degree, the current 

population growth rates in the South are the cause, or the effect, of the 

global developmental and environmental crises. The tendency in the North 

is to see such growth as the cause of both the developmental and 

environmental dilemmas in the developing world, and to see population 

primarily in arithmetical terms. The scenario is painted thus: if the world's 

population continues to grow at the 1987 rate of 1.6%, all of its land area 

excluding Antarctica would be packed solid with 427 trillion, 384 billion 

people by the year 2667. The standing room on Antarctica would last 

another six years.!' The argument that foUows is simple: the Earth has 

finite capacities, and uncontrolled population expansion will eventually 

overwhelm its air, water and land spheres leading to the collapse of its 

ecosystems. Although man will not be the fITSt species to endanger its 

survival through overpopulation, it will be unique in the sense that not 

only human existence will be at stake but the survival of the entire 

biosphere with millions of other species will also be threatened. 
Already the prevailing view in the industrial countries is that 

burgeoning populations in the developing countries are responsible for the 
depletion and exhaustion of arable land, forests, fresh water and other 
resources; for wildlife extinction; and for loss of biodiversity.ls In short, 

17. These figurea are tUm frem the Prepuatory Commin.c:e W c:mng Groop 3 discu&sions on populatim md 

poverty. cited in Johannah Bernstein. Briefutl Notu 011 Poptdatio14 (Ottawa: Canadian Pltticipatory 

Commiuee for UNCED, April 3, 1991), p. I. 

18. See. for inltancc,lhc testimmy by Sharon L. Camp of the Populatim Crisil Committc:c, Washington, 

OC made before the Subcommittee 00 N.tunl Resources, Agricultural Research and Enviromnml« the US 

HoUle Committee on Science. Space and Technology of the United SUlcll Conps. on May 7, 1991. See 

also the letter from Congrewnan James H. Scheue:r (NY) and his colleapcl in the Coogrcuionallnltitule 

for the FUlIm to Maurice Suoos in Geneva. dated November IS, 1990. The US ~ Globol 2000 

Report, thc/ftkrfu/wu report of the OECD, the Wotldwatch lnsIitute', SlDk olIM World reports u well as 

\hose of the Wodd Resoon:Ci Instilllte., all speak in the same vein. 
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most industrial countries see rapid population growth in the South as a 
crisis that requires immediate policy intervention. 

But this is not the view genernlly held by the South. The image of a 
planet with no standing room left is a mathematical fiction, since resource 
shortage or depletion will curb the trend of geometric growth long before it 
reaches that stage. Second, the primary cause of resource depletion and the 
resulting social instabilities and polilical destabilization is not rapid 
population growth. The position taken by the developing countries, and 
which is gaining support among the developed countries, is that 
demographic factors are a part of a complex nexus of social, economic and 
ecological causes and effects, and population pf!:SSure "is not the ultimate 
cause, the only cause, or necessarily the most important cause" of 
environmental degradation in the South.'9 

The developing countries see rapid population growth as the effect of 
underdevelopment, which they attribute to the global economic structure 
geared primarily to the needs of the developed world It is a 'problem' arising 
from the conflict. between the demand for social security and a skewed 
development process, and which can be solved only when economic growth 
and development are achieved As articulated by a spokesperson of the Third 
World Network, 

population growth is a port of the probiem rather than the cause. 
Population is a symptom of the deeper issue of the dispossession of 
local people. The reason people grow in large numbers is that you have 
taken away all their resources and livelihoods, as well as the ability to 
control and conserve these resources ... It is a rational choice to have 
large families under conditions of ·insecurity and it is a rational choice to 
have small families under conditions of security. If people have access 
to resources, they know how to work out the security mechanisms ..... 
Those who falsely identify population as a cause of the environments! 
crisis fail to address the fact that population growth carne OUt 'of the 
environments! crisis, and it has to be solved by creating economic 
security and sustainiJ>le livelihoods, not by ttying to control ... certaln 
parts of this world's population.lO 

19 .• Soe for iDItaDce the poIitioa tIkm by the Brililb Onaou Dreveaopnmt AcbiniltntiCll (ODA) in ita 
JNlpcr on population and poverty prepued for the UNCED. ADo, lee ActionAid', peper on Po",.u.hoIl , 
POycrty lIIf4EI'YiroMWIII. London, 1991. 
20. See IPSI UNCEO Daily Preu Bulletin 07i3, Geneva. Augwt 20,1991. 
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In other words, the issue of population growth is not as imponant as 

those that affect the South's economic development, and if these latter 

issues are addressed properly and urgently then population woald cease to be 
an issue. 

This line of argument drew its rational.from the European experience. It 

is worth recalling that when Europe entered the industrial age - from 

roughly 1750 AD onwards - its total population began to increase, 

because death rates had begun to decline due to improved hygiene, better 

food supply and better education while birth rates initially remained 

constant, a situation roughly analogous/to that obtaining in many parts of 

the South today. Following on the economic developments of 150 years, in 

the twentieth century Europe's birth rate dropped significantly, effecting a 

general decline in its population growth so that some countries like 

Germany and Italy have zero population growth today. Among d!\veloping 

countries where significant economic growth has been achieved, such as in 

Korea, Singapore and Thailand, population growth rates have fallen 

substantially likewise, only faster. Therefore, developing countri\!s 

contended, the real issue is how to improve the economic conditions in the 

South which will then automatically bring the population growth rate 

down. 

The perceptual gap extends into the population consumption debate as 

well. It is generally agreed that 20% of the world's population (comprising 

the 'First World,) consumes 80% of the world's resources; that is, the one 

billion in the developed countries consume four times as much as the over 

four billion in the developing countries. Therefore, in terms of per capita 

resource consumption, 

the average person in the developed world is sixteen times as demanding 
on the planet as the average person in the rest of the world. If we think 
of population in terms of resource conswnption. the present 'effective' 
population of tl)e world is not· 5 billion at all. By. the standards of 
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Western consumption, world population is only 1.25 billion: the one 
billion of "us' plus the 250 million equivalent of the other four billion 
people, each living at one-sixteenth of Qur level of conswnption. By the 
standards of the rest of the world, however, global population is already 
20 billion: the four billion of "them" plus the 16 billion equivalent of 
"our" one billion each living at 16 times "their" consumption level. 
Looking at population this way .. . [puts] the overpopulation question in 
a quite different but r.nore sensible perspective ... The obvious 
conclusion [is] that no matter whether we use "our" standard or "theirs", 
changes in "our" consumption are far more signific~t than changes in 
"their" population.21 

Consumption is also directly related to waste generation. According to 

one study done by the UN population Fund, in 1987 industrial countries 

were producing approximately 1.6 tons of wastes per capita compared to 

0.17 ton per person in the developing countries and only 0.06 ton per 

person in the rural areas. ''This means that the biggest contribution to 

environmental degradation measured by waste generation comes from 

countries where population growth has been stable, if not declining, for 

some time."n Thus, although population growth rates 'in industrial 

countries are low, per capita resource consumption is so excessive that even 

stable growth conditions have exaggerated environmental impact Similarly, 

even if resource consumption in the North is stabilized to current levels. 

unchecked population growth in the South with aspirations for higher levels 

of consumption than now will exacerbate and speed up environmental 

deterioration. 
It is a dilemma for both developed and developing countries. For the 

former. it is a choice between maintaining the present lifestyle at great risks 
to the planet's life support systems and a frugal existence. For the latter. in 
the words of former UNCT AD secretary General Gamani Corea, 

21. lean Arnold. Ollcrpop"'a.tiolt. New Bnmswich Environment and Development Working Group, 

Scpu:mcbr 13, 1991, pp. 1·2. A Similar argument bu beca pre&a'lted in Digby J. McLaren. "HUlI'lanlrind, 

the Ageu and Victim of Global Chanse in the Gcospbere-Bimphere S~cm", It the Queen's University 

SyMpOsium 0,11 Pkuur El2TtJt; Probl~ aNI PI'OIp«bU,J\ale 7· 8, 1991, pp 11·12 

22. Cited in "People, Poverty Ind PoUutim: P10uing the Links," PQJIIOSCO~, 14, September 1991. 
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perhaps the essence of the idea [of sustainable development] is that the 
past development has put pressure on the carrying capacity of the 
envirorunenl and there is hardly room for newcomers. This is. for me, a 
deeply troubling thought. I believe it to be true that if all the world's 
poor were to become rich- in terms of what we have come to accept 
these days as riches - the planet would indeed collapse! But what is me 
moral of this? Not surely that the poor should remain poor in order to 
save the planet?23 

Clearly, there is a pressing need for a fundarnenlal review in the way 

this world is organised, 

IV 
'Population Politics' in PrepCom Sessions 

It appears that from the start discussions on the population issue 

focussed mainly on population pressures and unsustainable resource use in 

developing countries, sidestepping the key question of what triggers rapid 

population growth rates in the South,24 The developing countries were also 

concerned that the population issue was getting de-linked from issues such 

as poverty, debt burden and technology transfer which most directly affected 

their economic weUbeing, 

The dilemma facing the developing countries was this: how to address 

population issues in a global forum without loss of sovereignty over them? 

How to elicit Northern assistance to tackle population issues without any 

conditionalities being attached? 

How to convince the developed world that rapid population growth is a 

pbenomenon tied integraUy to an unsustainable developmental model? 

Although the developing contries did not have a G-77 position on the 

population issue, they were in agreement that population was a pressing 

issue, that they did not have the wherewithal to tackle it, and that outside 

assistance was crucial,25 They sought to discuss it as a manifestition of 

23. SolUh utkr, Nos. 9 &. 10, June 1991, p. 15. 
2A. See the interview given by Louise Lassonde, populltion AdvisOl' to llNCEO. IPS! UN~ Daily Press 
Bulletin C11n. Geneva, August. 20, 1991. 
25. Interview with Ambu.udor Jamshcd Marker. Olainnan of the droop of 17. New Yor1l:, March 1992. 
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poverty arising from an unworlcable developmental model, and hoped that 

the industrialised countries would be willing to discuss a new developmental. 

paJadigm. But the United States initially refused to discuss the issue of 
poverty, arguing that it was the result more of resource mismanagement and 

wrong policies by developing countries than of the international economic 

order.26 Nor was the United States willing to accept rapid population growth 

in the South as a manifestation of a developmental process gone awry. The 

United States' position on a number of other important issues, such as 
global warming, consumption, and financial and technology transfers 

dismayed delegations from both the North and the South, causing 

intransigence and serious political splits in the PrepCom sessions. 
The uncompromising attitude of the United States over many issues 

until the closing days of the fourth PrepCom session could have been the 

result of any combination of factors such as aid fatigue, the wariness of 
over-commitrnent, White House policy rigidity, ideological perceptions, and 
misguided unilateralism. But the aggressive attitude of the developing 

countries may have a great deal to do with the way both the UNCED agenda 

was framed aod the issues of the day were presented. 
Nature 0/ the Agenda: The UNCED was seen by the South as the 

second such global endeavour which, while it professed to be a conference 

both on environment and development, was once again heavily slanted 
towards environmental issues, with developmental issue being treated 

almost as an afterthought. The Chairman of the Group of 77, which 
represents 128 developing countries, observed that "the development effort 

has been sidelined in documents that the [UNCED] Secretariat has prepared. 

Even the title 'Earth Charter' has an ecological slant. It doesn'~ reflect the 
title of the conference. "27 Also disturbing to the South was that the 

environmental focus was primarily on the South's ecological resources, 

and very little was said about the role of market forces in their destruction. 

26. InlCrYiew with Chid Biai Ogunleye, Head of1be Nigeriaa ddesatiOll to the Foutb PrepCom Seaion. in 
New Yodt. Mircb. 1992-
1:1. Cro.ucwrCItLr, PrepCom 3, No 4. August 19·20. 1991. p. 12 
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Discussions on what the South considered to be the fundamental issues, 

namely the North's growth model and consumption patterns, were thwarted, 

leading to the charge that "the North is unwilling to address the real issues 

underlying the pre~nt environmental crisis and is anxious to manipulate the 

UNCED agenda to serve its own interests."28 With development being 

pushed to the second place behind environment, UNCED observers warned 

that 
there needs to be a clearer, more consistent analysis of debt. structural 
adjustment, basic needs, poverty, income equity, technology, 
investment (including lite role of transnational corporations) and trade. 
The North . .. cannot possibly expect its pious statements aoom 
supporting sustainable development to be taken seriously when the 
main instrument for organising international trade does not even 
mention environment in its articles, has a committee on envirorunent 
which has never met and whose rulings increasinglyzrnalise national 
actions in favour of SOWld enviromental management. 

Other observers warned of the ne.::d to initiate changes in the 

international economic institutions as the only proper response to the 

systemic causes of envoironmental and economic decay in the South, and of 

the need to avoid sectoral discussions because "the approach allows 

responsibilities to be avoided and realities to be blurred, obscuring, for 

example, the extent of the linkage between debt and deforestation. "30 The 

larger issue, however, was characterised as that of the '80-20 ratio', that is, 

how to rectify the disorder of 80% of the world's resources being consumed 

by only 20% of the world's population. 

A number of specific issues worried ' the developing countries. On 
environment, they feared that sovereign rights over their forest resources 

will be diluted; under the pretext of protecting biodiversity the genetic 

resources of the South may be declared a common heritage, thereby leaving 

them vulnerable to predatory access and patenting; the blame for 

environmental restrictions will be primarily borne by the South; and, the 

21. Croucw"uu, No. 1. August 12-13, 1991, p. 1. 
29. Crouclll7YIIls, Pfq)Com 3, No. 8, August 28·29, 1991, P. 12. 
3O.11N1. , 
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role of market forces in the exploitation of the resources of the South will 

be kept off the agenda, as well as the issue of overuse and abuse of North's 

own natural resources.31 On development, they feared that the direct links 
between the North's economic policies and the South's environmental decay 

will be downplayed; that the North will absolve itself of important 

responsibilities regarding the costs of development of the South; that 
economic policies on commodity pricing, trade, investment and resource 

flow will not be discussed on the grounds that UNCED is not the right 

forum for them; and that no new environmentally-benign developmental 

paradigm will emerge. The South also feared that unless some sort of 

balance was restored between environmental and developmental issues in the 
UNCED agenda, the final declaration of !he conference was likely to be no 
more than a re-wording of the central role free markets should play (despite 

the World Bank's admission that the free market alone is incapable of 
tackling environmental problems). 

Not a 'Global Commons' Issue: One of two opposite trends in 

the world in recent times appears to be towards assimilation. Politically, !he 

trend is to universalize liberal values and democratic structures of 
government. Economically, the tendency is towards the creation of a single 

world market system where the survival of different economies will d~pend 
of their ability to compete. Socially, the trend has bP.en to create a global 

culture which will subsume the world's cultural diversities. The logical 

extension of these tendencies in the field of environment seems to be the 
notion of 'global commons', which seeks to remove all restrictions to 

access and use of the planet's resources.32 

The moves by G-7 countries for various global conventions were seen 

as veiled attempts to declare particular resources of the developing world as 

31. CTO$$CWTULf. Prep- Can 3, No. 3, AugUSll~18. 1991.p. 4. 

32 BUl this can go to .bsurd limits as well, as illusuated by one poet-Gulf war propoal to declare the oil 
reserves d. the Gulf as part of the glob.! commons .. This was propo5tld by • speaker at a S.miNu 0 11 

ElIvirott/MlItal S,,«,u, Colf/lic, tJIId NatioMI S«ctuiry, sponsored by the Friedrich Ebcrt Foundation in 
cooperation with the Coolidge Centre for Environincntal Leade::rship and in affiliation with the ))rqwtment of 
Dismnunent Affairs, held at the United Nations. Coo(ercncc Room S. New York, 00 April 24,.1991 . 
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global commons, which sensitized developing countries to some wide 

ranging implications. There was a fear in some circles that in view of the 

projected energy use of the -burgeoning populations in the South and its 

impact on global warming, there might be a move to portray population as 

a global commons issue, in order 10 bring it within the decision making 

ambit of the G-7, and link it to international policies which might be 

incompatible with the domestic political realities in the South. Such a 

move would not only narrow down the range of policy options for the 

governments of developing countries, it could also allow conditionalitites to 

be attached in the areas of aid, trade and technolgy transfer. Thus, for many 

developing countries it is strategically unacceptable that the North should 

dictate on a policy as important and nationally sensitive as the population 

policy. There was also resentment that many of the proposals pursued by 

the developed countries were at the expense of the interests of the 

developing countries. For instance, the readiness of the G-7 to frame a 

convention on tropical forests (which directly affects the economies of some 

-major Southern countries, like Brazil and Malaysia), without at the same 

time willing to set binding targets for time-tabled national action on 

controlling global warming, led a Malaysian delegate to complain that 

"issues of global commons such as Antarctica are not being considered, but 

forests which are within national jurisdictions are. "33 The propp sed 

convention on biodiversity has evoked similar resentment, because the 

assumption of supranational rights put the developing countries once again 

in a disadvantageous position, -leaving them simply as global stewards in 

relation 10 their natural resources.34 

The North's Political Attitude: But in addition to these 

concerns, there was a certain wariness born' of the experiences from the 

1972-1992 interregnum, whose possible effects on the political dispositions 

of many of the delegations from the developing countries cannot be 

33. Commeol b)' Malaysia's Ambassador Ismail Ru.li at a meeting of Wo.r:i.ing Group III or the Third 
Prql.uatory Ccnf'crence in Geneva in August 1991 . 
34. C,o.ucwrr~ltLr. August 21-21, 1991, p. 1. 
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discounted The concern that lheir own overriding need for development and , 
lhe alleviation of poverty might be swept aside by lhe developed countries' 

preoccupation wilh environmental degradation was a carryover from lhe flISt 

environmental summit, lhe United Nations Conference on the Human 
Environment (UNCHE), in 1972, convened 10 address the North's concerns 

with industrial pollution. Like today, lhe agenda of the two political 

hemispheres were similarly divergent lhen, leaving little rom for consensus 

on environmental solutions. This divergence fust came to light at lhe 

preparatory meeting of international experts at Founex (Switzerland) in 

1971, where lhe industrial countries observed lhat development was lhe 

cause of lheir environmental problems, while lhe developing countries 

argued lhat while lhat may be lhe case in !he North, development was lhe 

cure for lhe Soulh's environmental problems. 

At lhe UNCHE the following year, the Afro-Asian bloc was 

particularly critical of lhe North's global control 'and use of resources, and 

its alleged callousness IOwards Soulh's miseries. Speaking for lhe Soulh, 

Mrs. Indira Gandhi asserted: 

The profit motive, individual or collective, seems to overshadow all 
else. This is the basic cause of the ecological crisis. This affluence was 
achieved by the Western world at the price of domination of other 
countries .. .... We do not wish to impoverish the environment further, 
and yet we cannot for a moment forget the grim poverty of large 
numbers of people. Are not poverty and need the greatest polluters? ... 
The envirorunent cannot be improved in conditiOns of pov~. Nor can 
poverty be evicted without the use o( science and technology. 5 

The political message was that there should be a redefinition of 

economic 'growth and a re-ordering of priorities so lhat an acceptable, 

standard of life can be attainoo in lhe Soulh, before the Soulh can make an 

effec!ive contribution 10 improve lhe environment This message, however, 

was lost in lhe Conference's final document, The Stockholm Declaration 
on the Human Environment, which was heavily biased wilh environmental 

35. Quoted in Darryl O'Monte. Tcmpks or Tombs? (New Ddhi: Centre for Science and Environm~t. 

1985),1'1'. 9·10. 
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concerns. Of the 26 principles of the Declaration, only Principle 9 referred 

to the need for "accelerated development through the transfer of substantial 

quantities of financial and technological assistance as a supplement to the 

domestic effort of the developing countries." Thus developmental issues 

went largely unheeded. 
These concerns were aired again in a declaration of another group of 

experts who met in Cocoyoc (Mexico) in 1974 at the initiative of Barbara 

Ward: 
The problem today is not one primarily. of absolute physical shortage 
but of economic and social maldistribution and usage... The task of 
statesmanship is to guide the nations towardS a new system more 
capable of meeting the 'inner limits' of basic human needs for all the 
world's people and of doing so without violating the 'outer limits' of the 
planet's resources and environment .. . Human beings have basic needs ... 
Any process of growth that does not lead to their fulfihnent- or, even 
Wone disrupts them ... is a travesty of the idea of developrnenL 36 

One of the fIrst reactions from the North was the study Limits to 

'Growth by the Oub of Rome, which argued that unless technology changed 

its present course, the planet was in danger of being depleted of its 

resources. The study advocated a voluntary reduction in consumption levels 

(particularly of fossil fuels) and a zero-growth economic policy.31 This was 

attacked by the pro-technology groups who felt that technology could not 

only solve environmental and other problems, but was also the key to 

promoting and sustaining higher growth levelS worldwide. 

From the South's perspective, however, the study failed to point out 

the significant disparity in the consumption of resources between the North 

and the South, as well as that in the levels of economic growth between 

them. The study's advocacy of a n<rgrowtb economic policy, which failed to 

distinguish between the industrialised North and the under-industrialised 

South, was viewed by the more militant sections of public opinion in the 

South as a design to permanently preserve the South as the North's 

industrial hinl.e1'land. 

36. ll>id. p. 10. 
37. Donella H. Meadows, d . Dl., T1w LiMiu to Grt1WtJc (Wubingtm: Potomac Associated, 1912). 
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It was not until the oil price hike by the Organization of Petroleum 

Exporting Countries (OPEC) in 1973, that a review of global trade and 

other economic matters was placed on the international political agenda. The 

New International Economic Order (NIEO), born in the midst of this 

unexpected energy crisis, appeared to recognise the interdependence and the 

need for mutually beneficial inwracton between the North and the South in 

the area of global econimic growth.38 But, once the energy 'crisis was over, 

cmcial support for the NIEO steadily declined, until it was fmally buried at 

the Cancuns summit in October, 1981. The 19808 saw the withering away 

of the economic gains of the earlier decades. Africa, Latin America and 

much of Asia registered lower living standards at the end of the 19808 than 

those al the beginning of the decade. And, eleven countries were added to the 

list of Least Developed Countries, none removed. 

The second major response was the report of the World Comrnissionon 

Environment and Development in 1987. Our Common Future and the 

follow-up report, Bridging the Gap: An Agenda for Action, both of which 

were received well in he North, drew critical remarks from important 

opinion groups in the South. In the words of the Southern Networks for 

Development (SONED), an international umbrella organization of Southern 

NGOs in Africa, Asia and Latin America, these rePorts 

represent a non-critical reaffirmation of Northern patterns of thought, 
life-style and strategies of development which are the root causes of 
underdevelopment and the crisis of impoverishment in the South.. The 
Northern nations want their economies to continue growing at whatever 
cost. They sacrifice human development on the altar of economic 
growth. They do not address the root causes of the environment and 
development crisis squarely.39 

38. The actim prognm for the cstablishmmt of the NIEO adopted by the Sixth Special Seaion of the 

United N.tioos GcnenJ Assembly in 1974 CIlled fm, w.r alUI: protccUcm of natunl~. fair priocI for 
raw matc:ria1s. access to Nonhem markets, financial usisLance for development. reform r:i the intematiooal 

moneu.ry system. regulation of the activities eX tran.InI.tional corporations. strengthening eX the scienti5c aM 
technological capacitiCi of the South. industrialization of the lOUth, and greater participation in intematioDal 

decision -making. See, Offu:ial Records of IIv GCMral As:sembly Si:xllt Special SessiOll, Pl.tN4I"J MCdu.,1 
(New York: United Nations, 1976). 

39. Sowhcm Networis for Development, SONED 00'1 UNCED, Geneva. August 1991. p. ii . 
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More recently , the G-7 summits have failed 10 address the 

developmeDlai concerns of the South. Nor have these concerns made any 

impact at the Uruguay Round, while the role of GAIT on the South's 

economic developmeDl has been left out of all the UNCED discussions held 

so far. From the developing countries' perspective, therefore, there is litlle 

initiative on the part of the industrialised countries to amend the 

unfavourable trends in !he global economy.40 

The developing countries' insignificant pOlitical role in the 

iDlernationai economic decision making structures has on the whole 

prevented them from making any significant contribution to processes that 

shape their future, as well as made them wary of the political motives 

behind enterprises initiated by the North. But with the onset of the UNCED 

process, they became aware that unlik~ the feuds of the previous decades, 

they now had a bargaining hand. The population issue presented itself as an 

impOrtant card in their negotiations with the countries of the North, as the 

laller prepared for UNCED as the means to its own separate agenda which 

included lillie more than lip service 10 the South's concerns. According to 

one observer, as a foretaste of what was to be expected at Rio and beyond, at 

the PrepCom sessions "so determined were they 10 assign blame [on the 

industrialized nations for the global environmental woes] and thereby fix 

financial responsibility for the needed changes, that even nations with 

strong population control policies denied the need for such policies in 

Geneva and New York."4! When the United States moved 10 delete all 16 

paragraphs of the section on global consumption patterns in Agenda 21 

40. These include depressed world commodity ma.rkeu which have significantly reduced the South', export 
curtings. which are primarily from commodities; fonnid.ble burien to South', exports to the Northern 
matkdS. "including discriminatory protectionism in violation of intcmationally accepted principlcs" rdusal 
oftbe creditors to bear an equitable.hue of \he debt burden of !he 1980., tbenby undermining the prospects 

of growth in the South in the 1990s: unuaually high intttest aleS inten'llltionally, which have &lUdy added. 
1.0 the cost of debt service for the coontric:s of the South; and the reversal of net reaowce flow since 1984: 
with net tranJfcr from the South to the North amounting to US 30 billion in 1989 alone. The South 
Commission. Tiu CluJlk",~ to 1M Solll": All OV~",Uw CIIId SUIMtlUJ 0/ tJs. Solllil CommissiI'J,. Rtport •. 

(Geneva, 1990) p. 2 
41. Jeuica Mathews, "Politically Correct Enviroruncntalists", WasNllgtoli Post, April 12. 1992. p. 11. 
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because they were "very low priority" ,42 the developing countries moved 10 

delete all references 10 the population issue in retaliation. The references 10 

consumption were restored only after "the language of the document [was] 

sufficiently tamed and tempered to make it acceptable 10 all. "43 And the 

negotiated language on population-family planning issues was reinstated 

after a strong public statement by the Women's Caucus refusing 10 be 

"pawns in the negotiating process", direct meetings with G-77 delegates, 

and a plenary session of NGOs and delegates where women speakers vented 

their concerns.44 

v 
Some Strategic Considerations 

There were also certain strategic considerations with regard to 

demographic issues that may have influenced negotiations at the PrepCom 

Sessions and in Rio. For developing countries, there was social dimension 

which critically impinged on population jKl1icies, and which taier came into 

wider recognition. Most governments in developing countries viewed 

population as a socially explosive issue, because pursuing succ~ssful 

population policies in some cases required a re-examination of, if not 

changes in, societal beliefs and norms. For example, polygamy is 

widespread in Africa. and it is particularly difficult for a polygamous society 
10 apportion childbirth 10 multiple wives in the same household. A two

child family is unrea1izable in a houshold of one man with four wives, 

which is not uncommon in many parts of Africa. Family planning under 
such circumstances is only partially successful. But the fundamental 

assumptions regarding family structures and functions are unlikely 10 

change on their own unless the proposed changes bring substantial visible 

benefits. 

42. CrouCfllntfU, PftpCom4, No. 5,16-18 Much 1992.p. 8. 
43. In~ with Nitin DeIai, Deputy Seaewy General of. UNCED. New Ya, Match 1992 

44. Ben. At.:us. "Mcnlly Com:ct EnvirmmaltaliJtI", WIII_,to" POll, April 21 . 1992 P. 12 
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Where the number of male children in a single family is a measure of 

that family's social prestige, economic strength and political clout, as in 

many Afro-Asian societies, family planning faces gender bias. As long a" 

the male child is perceived as a strategic plus, population policy will remain 

inadequate. Also, there are some societies in which high population growth 

rates need not translate into a problem of overpopulation, as in Kenya.45 

The political implications of a population policy can also be quite 

serious. In India, which in 1951 became the fust developing co~try to 

introduce national population planning, forcible sterilization in the early 

seventies after other methods of population control had failed, had 

significantly raised domestic political violence, which precipitated 

emergency rule in 1975 and the removal of Indira Gandhi from power in 

1977. Similar types of severe strategies have been pursu!ld (Thailand) or are 

being pursued in many of the developing countries. But when the basic 

needs particularly of low-income societies remain unmet, aggressive 

government interventions in the area of family planning run the risk of 

aggravating social and political tensions within a society. So far, the road to 

development has been highly disruptive, and despite immense sacrifices by 

the people poveny stalks them more than ever before, and children become 

their last hope for security. Thus in many developing countries, a big 

family continues to be both an insurance policy and a r~ement plan. In 

such circumstances, government or donor country dispensation on family 

planning and on family size would be like the straw that breaks the camel's 

back. 

The task of fashioning and successfully implementing a set of 

population control measures also requires resources which may be 

unavailable or may have no long tern guarantee of accessibility. If these 

resources come from abroad, they usually have conditionalities attached 

, which reduce the recipient'S policy options. Every government then has to 

make a rational calcu1ation regarding potential diminution of power and its 

45. Interview with Dr. James Otieno, * member of the Kmyan dclc"aation to \he Fourth p,q,antory 
Cmuniuee Sation in New YoD::, Man:b 1992. 
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effect on regime survivability. Thus. trying 10 conlml or reduce population 

is a task so daunting Ihat most governments and political parties in 

developing countries would rather not tackle it beyond the usual pious 

pronouncements for fear of jeopardising their political fortunes. These, 

therefore,. are the types of policy considerations which make goverments of 

developing countries very reluctant to acquiesce in any legally binding 

international covenant that would commit them to aChieving certain 

population targets. 

Finally, mention must also be made of the impact of some Southern 

NGOs in strategic thinking. A number of them have taken the position that 

the critical issue facing UNCED is poverty; that the population issue arises 
from the poverty issue; and the latter "hinges on sharing the power 10 

determine how the world's resources are used."<W; Thus, short of an equitable 

settlement of "the question of power and who wields it", there will be no 

resolution of the global environmental deterioration. What impact such 

arguments have had on Southern negotiating strategies is difficult 10 assess, 

but their resonance in Southern. thinking cannot be ignored. 
For the developed countries, there are equally serious issues 10 ponder. 

The industrialised countries, particularly the United States, whose 
economies and lifestyles depend on the present global order being 
maintained, cannot remain unconcerned about the demographic dimension of 
international relations. Global population increases and movements are 
therefore policy relevant 

According 10 the United Nations' estimate~ of population growth, 
which have again been revised upwards, 95% of this growth in the 
foreseeable future will be in developing countries. The largest numerical 
increases will be in southern Asia, the largest relative increases will be in 
Africa and over 100 million people will be added 10 the population of Latin 

America and the Caribbean by the year 2000, while growth rates in North 
America and Europe will remain below 1%.('/ By 2010, the South will have · 
more than 80% of the world's total population. 

~or;_Ml disaasioo of the isaue. see IPS/UNCED,DailyP'6#SwlUtiA No. 0811. AUJUll21. 1991. 
47 '-United N.tiON Population Fund. 1M Sid" a/World Po~t&, J99J. P. 3. 
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This may have certain consequences for the industrialised countries. A 

decline in the material standard of living cannot be ruled out. As a Trilateral . 

Commission report has noted, the industrialised nations of the North 

draw upon the ecological capital of all other nations to provide food for 
their populations. energy and materials for their economies, and even 
land, air, and water to assimilate their by-products. This ecological 
capital, which may be found thousands of miles from the regions in 
which it is used, forms the "shadow ecology" of an economy. The 
oceans, the atmosphere{climate), and other "commons" also form part 
of this shadow ecology. In essence, the ecological shadow of a country 
is the environmental resources it draws from other countries and the 
global commons. If a nation without much geographical resilience had 
to do without its shadow ecology, even for a shon period, its people and 
economy would suffocate.43 

With material demands in developing countries increasing in tandem 

with population growth, access to this shadow ecology will by jeopardised; 

thus the threat to the availability of critical raw materials and to export 

markets could either force painful economic adjustments at horne, or, more 

likely, trigger pressures for a military solution of the problem.49 

Already over a billion people live in absolute poverty in the South, 

and another half a billion are unemployed. If economic growth is unable to 

keep pace with population growth in the South, poverty, whether 'due to 

collapse· of ecosystems or inadequate institutional and policy responses, will 

trigger iittemaI population relocation which may in the longer run cause a 

reorganization of power, undermining security links with the North. It may 

also result' in cross-border spillage with destabilising effects on the 

neighbour's domestic order and on regional stability. It may also make the 

affluent North, particularly the United States and Canada, a target for 

migration, in which case consumption levels will go up and where "every 

41. Jim MacNeill., GI, /Uy<md blMrtUfMlt&"ce, (Oxford: <hlmt Univenity Press, 1991), pp. 58-59. 
49. I_pat" punui1 or the 'gta.tc:r co-procpc:rity sphe:e' iD Southeast Asia which had led to war 'with the 
latter naUona is an eumplc.. Po.t·war Iapanese ecmom.i.c boom has also been largely financed by the 
ecological capital « Southeut Asia. The aame. of COUISC, can be: said of Other industrialised countries u 

wdl. The latelt example. « cawse.. is the US-led wu against Inq because of the fear of loaing access to the 

oil resourca «the Gulf region. . 
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immigrant admitted must be compensaled for by a birth foregone".soThe 

pace of migration is likely to increase, forcing costly adjustments in the 
instilutional and financial capacities of the recipient State. 'lllegal' 

migration may increase, requiring additional resources 10 prevent it. 

Immigration policies will come under pressure for revision, as has recently 

happened in France, Germany and Canada. It is noteworthy that migration 
form Turkey and the Maghreb is already "giving rise to deep-rooted 

European fears of Islamic invasion", and the United States is worried that 
Hispanic advances might "end [its] monolithic linguistic integrity."SI 

Domestic ethnic pressure to favour one migrating group over another, post

migration competition along ethnic lines, exposure to diseases are among 
other possible worries. Even if immigration. policies in industrialised 
countries are tightened, the moral pressure for burden sharing would 

presumably be considerable. Financially, the latter could translate into . 

demands for 'Marshall plans' for deprived regions. 
As populations increase in developing countries and remain under

employed, the propensity of their military establishments to capitalise on 
unused manpower to increase force sizes, as well as !be likelihood of such a 

develpment increasing the frequency of manpower-intensive regional 
conflicts cannot be ruled ouL 52 Also, "differential population growth among 

various regions of the world is likely to produce substantial shifts in the 

distribution of power and influence" Possibly requiring re-assessment of 

Nortbem security policies.s3 on !be other hand, due to declining growth rate 

in the industrial countries, their ability to preserve or promote their security 
interests abroad or respond to collective security needs worldwide is likely to 

be strained. The general aging of the population in the industrial countries 

so. Paul Ehrlich & Anne Ehrli.cb. op. cit (4), p. 63. 

51. See John Torode. "1mmiptim Polic:ieI in the Devdoped World in the Face of Miption Pta.sUICI: 
Cau&c& and Respoosca"",Dikltky CO';''fW''U RqMrtNo. D9JIJ6. December 1991. p. 1. 
S2 Gqary D. IUter'f dl., ''GlobU Dcmopapbic TrmdI to \be Ycar 2010: Implications for U.S. Sccw:itY' 
'I'M Wa.dWtgwll QIMUfuIy, Vol 12, No. 2. Spring 1989. p. 6. 
53. Arthur 1L Westing ed, GlobGl RUOfITCU Mdlttkl"MlioNd Coftjli.ct (Oxfc:.d: Oxfml Univeuil.y Preas.. 
1986), p. 173. 
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also "implies a reduction in productivity and the possibility of economic 

stagnation. 54 

One other major strategic consideration is the fear tt.at population 
increases in the South "with its undemocratic nature" will systemiCally 

erode not only western "values and precepts" but will also lead to a 
"systematically diminished role and status for today's industrial democracies" 

thereby creating "a world more unreceptive, and ultimately more 

threatening, to the interests of the United States and its allies."55 This 

concern over the influence of non-western culture, religion and values as 

well as the fear of breakdown in the present international order and the loss 

of control over global events, to the extent they are a part of the American 
(Republican, middle class, white56) psyche, calls for serious attention· from 

the elites and policy makers in developing countries. 

VI 
Policy Relevant Issues 

At least three reasons appear to be the cause of high population growth 
in the developing countries: lack of social security, lack of education and a 
low profile of women in society. These issues require urgent scrutiny if 
demographic problems are to be satisfactorily resolved. 

The primary responsibility lies at the national level. First, the domestic 
causes of poverty must be rooted out. These may range from a failure to 
fully understand societal dynamics which cause, sustain or exacerbate 
poverty; mediocre leadership with no long term perspective, unconcerned 
about or unable to assess the .link between poverty and diminution of 
national cohesion and strength; inability to muster financial and 
administrative resources due to political considerations' affected by the , 
balance of domestic power; subservience of national interests to special 
interests (such as maintaining an unnecessarily large military 
establishment); to a poor scaling of society's priorities. 

54, Ibid. 

55. Nicholu Ebcm.adt. "Pcpu1ation Change and National Security" For.;,,, Affairs, Vol. 70, No.3, 

Summer 1991. pp_ 115-131. 

56. Ardwr Westing, op. cit. (53), p. 163 
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Second, the aUitude of developing countries towards women and their 

role in society is a major obstacle. High governmental priority in 

promoting female education and employment in modern activities would 

considerably reduce voluntary fertility, besides bringing other major benefits 

such as expanding the domestic economy, enlarging the national tax base 

and reducing dOlllestic violence'. Among long term benefits could be the 

rejection of instinmons such as polygamy and purdah, and the remolding of 

societal values and priorities as qualified women enter POsitions of ·power 

and affect strategic thinking. 

Third, education must return to the forefront of national activities, so 

that rura1 communities who form the majority of the South's populations 

can acquire the skills to supplement their traditional knowledge base and 

take responsibilities for the socio-economic health of their cOlI)munities and 

the environmental health of their regions. 

Fourth, where absent, legislations and governmental directives to 

promote appropriate, population policies must be passed, implemellted and 

monitored. A mix of incentives and disincentives, as well as careful 'family 

planning policies sensitive to the needs.of each community and to 

ecological sustainability may be more successful in bringing the fertility 

rate down than before. . 

The responsibilities of the developed countries with regard to the 

population-environment question cannot be avoided either. First, the 

question' of equity is paramout in the minds of southern leaders, which 

raises ethical issues the industria1ised countries must heed. For the South, it 

is an ethical issue when 20% of the world's population consume 80% of the 

world's resources, while over 1 billion people in the South live below the 

poverty line; when this same 20% produce 80% of the world's wastes that 

are primarily responsible for polluting this planet, and yet are unwilling to 

change their lifestyle; when they emit 75% of the world's carbon dioxide 

eshausts which have perceptibly changed the world's climate, but insist that 

tropical forests remain untouched so that they can continue to be carbon 

sinks; and when they insist on their "GAlT-given right to get every bar of 
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chocolate, every cup of coffee and drop of oil at the meanest possible prices 

out of labourers in the South", while at the same time insisting "on 

maintaining an international political and economic regime that is founded 

on the misery" of the other 80%.57 

Second, this inequitous arrangement which is likely to undermine the 

long term interests of the induslrialised countries require Slructural or 

systemic adjusttnents, such that gross imbalances in economic growth and 

development can be corrected. 

Third, given global economic imbalance, it is a relevant question to ask 

whether further economic growth in industrial countries is necessary. If 

economic growth (which implies quantitative increment) in the rich 

countries" is a disease, not the cure",58 then development (which implies 

qualitative change) may be a better goal to pursue. For the developing 

countries, both are in short supply. 

Fourth, the industrial countries might be more sensitive to bilateral and 

multilateral policies which preserve and perpetuate over oppressive 

governmzntal and administrative structures in the developing countries, 

which conlribute in one form or another to human suffering and to a 

breakdown in international order and peace. They might also actively seek to 

slrengthen those institutions which hold the greatest promise of human 

welfare. 
VII 

Conclusion 

In Rio, the UNCED has failed to give effective consideration to 

environmental and developmental concerns. No new developmental 

paradigm emerged, nor national strategies which incorporate workable 

population measures. The developed countries failed to offer policies to 

ameliorate the South's developmental concern. The developmental dilemma 

- colorfully expressed by a Southern commentator: 

57. For a flavour af lhe NOl1h-Soutb coofrmtaticn during the Third UNCED Prepantory Ccmmiuec Session 

in Geneva in August 1991. sec IPSJUNCED. Daily pr&U Bwluu. 0811 . dated August 21, 1991 . 
58. Paul Ehrlich. op . .cit (4). P. 162. 
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The North has achieved economic strength artificially. By disregarding 
the effects of growth on the environmen~ it has used the equivalent of 
steroids to put on industrial muscle. Now. that dependency is 
lhreatening their very existence. Theirs is, therefore. a rehabilitation 
problem. They face the daunting task of returning from a dangerous 
addiction. And, as we all know, bad habits are hard to break. The South 
is in a completely different situation. Oun is • muscular deficiency. We 
need to put on some muscle but we must choose whether we want it the 
easy way or the hard way. The easy way would be to set environmental 
concerns aside and focus on development ala United StaleS or Euro~9 

continues. The need for bold strategic decisions, preferably through a 
North -Souib consensus, is needed now more !han ever before. 

59. Ricardo Sayon. "The Blame? Who cuuT' NclWOrt '92 . No. 3, Deoc:mbc:r 1990, pp. 2· 3. 


